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COMMUNITY
CHAMPIONS
BeGreen and
Community Windpower
celebrate another
year of successful
help for local groups,
individuals and
charities
Community Windpower and BeGreen
have been heartened by the thanks and
appreciation received from the many
groups they’ve helped over the past 12
months.
From Foodbanks to Free Energy
Advice, from Stone Stacking to Surfing
and grants for Girl Guides, 2018 has
been another year of positivity and
progress.
However, alongside cash grants,
sponsorship and donations, practical
help can also make a huge difference
to community groups and charities –
BeGreen’s High Street premises that are
available for FREE hire to local groups
have been booked out every working
week of the year!
SEE PAGE 3

NOW OPEN 9-5
MONDAY-FRIDAY

£5,000

DONATION

SURF’S UP
AT BELHAVEN
Thanks to a generous grant of £5,000
from BeGreen the team working to
create the Belhaven Surf Centre – a
not for profit social enterprise being
developed for community use – will
be able to install renewable heating
technologies in their soon to be
constructed Belhaven Beach building.
See our centre pages to find out more
about this exciting project.

UPPORT

S
DONATION

98%

FOR OUR
DEMENTIA
CARERS
Page
11

CASH
FOR
COLTS!
SPORT: page 16

Community
Windpower
turbines
helped
supply 98%
of Scotland’s
energy in
October!
See page 9

FOODTASTIC!
£1,850 FOR LOCAL
FOODBANK SEE PAGE 13

BeGreen
adds even
more colour
to the High
Street
...with FREE colourful
window displays for
local groups

PROUD SPONSORS AND PATRONS OF
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Fundraising is £24,000
a tradition at
Community Windpower
HQ TEAM RAIS

ES

FOR BRAIN TUM
OU
RESEARCH R

Positivity and Progress
…despite the odd set-back

My theme for this issue can be
summed up in two words: Positivity
and Progress.
It’s been a really positive period
since our last issue and Community
Windpower and BeGreen have made
great progress, building on previous
achievements and working towards
exciting new goals.
Spirits are high. But it’s not all
been plain sailing. Unfortunately as
you will see elsewhere in our pages
we’ve had to deal with a major
DIANE WOOD
Community Benefits Director
setback over in Ayrshire.
An awful arson attack at Craigends Farm in East
Ayrshire robbed that part of the country of a fantastic FREE
educational asset, which is what we intended to create
there.
Our team’s disappointment was tangible as the project
had to be shelved and replaced with demolition of the
historic farmhouse and outbuildings to make the site safe.
Sometimes it seems that the more we seek to help, the
harder it gets! That’s a life lesson I suppose but saying that
doesn’t make it any easier.
The polar opposite was the case at the Guides’
Blair Activity Centre also in Ayrshire where, as major
project funders, our contribution helped produce a
wonderful facility for the use of all of Scotland’s Girl
Guides.
The same can be said closer to home where ‘Not for
Profit Social Enterprise’ Belhaven Surf Centre is concerned.
The £5,000 donated via BeGreen towards their heating
system was money well spent given their community
involvement.
One of the most talked about subjects over the past
months has been the painting of the High Street by Graham
Adams and his amazing volunteers. We were delighted
to contribute £500 to a project that benefits absolutely
everyone who lives, works or visits Dunbar. What a superb
effort!
And speaking of the High Street, Anouska and David at
BeGreen confirm that demand is so high for the FREE use
of our premises that not one week goes by when a local
group are not using the facilities!
So despite the occasional setback, Community
Windpower is moving forward with our programme of
community engagement.
Positive? Yes. Determined? Absolutely.
Far removed from the challenges of operating wind
turbines we help real people in real situations every
single day.
If you think we’ve made progress together, you ain’t
seen nothing yet! Here’s to 2019!

HELP FOR LOCAL
E
E
R
F
BUSINESSES
As part of our drive to help the local
community and the businesses that we all
depend on EAST COAST TODAY provides
our advertisers with FREE advertising space.
Please support local businesses and traders.

after the hardy staff members
completed the Yorkshire Three
Peak Challenge.
The
successful
walkers
included Ben Fielding, Rob
Fryer and Gillian Cropper – all
well known to East Coast Today
readers – plus ‘Big Bosses’
Diane and Rod Wood
who were just as
“The money
determined to conquer
raised from the
the
three
walk helped
big
peaks
of
fund work at our
Pen-y-Ghent,
four dedicated
Whernside
Centres of
plus
the
Excellence.”
Ingleborough
Andrea Pankiw
Community Fundraising
– a combined
Manager at Brain Tumour
Research
total ascent
of 1450m.
Despite a few
Having previously conquered
Ben Nevis and hiked the moans and groans
Sandstone Trail in Cheshire, here and there the
England, the HQ team is up for entire group finished
just about anything: They’ve the 24.5 miles route in
even canoed the River Dee (not less than 12 hours – a
our own Aberdeenshire version great achievement.
This year’s difficult
but the river of the same name
that forms part of the border Challenge was chosen
not too long after
between Wales and England).
Director
That’s impressive stuff and Managing
the 2018 challenge was yet Rod Wood’s brother-in-law,
another stunning success as Gavin Dickinson, passed away
their combined efforts raised an from a brain tumour at only 56
incredible £24,000 including Gift years of age.
Diane Wood said: ‘I am so
Aid for Brain Cancer Research
The CWP annual Charity
Challenge has just completed
its sixth year and has in the past
raised donations for Pancreatic
Cancer UK and Anthony Nolan,
the charity that works in areas
of leukaemia and hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation.

Flanked by Rod and Diane, the squad assembles

proud of the team for completing
the climb in aid of a cause that
this year was particularly close
to our hearts. Many families are
affected by this disease and I
hope our efforts helped draw
attention to the need to back
research with more funding and
resources.
‘Brain tumours are totally
indiscriminate and can affect
anyone at any age. They kill
more children and adults under
the age of 40 than any other
cancer so we really pulled out
all the stops to complete the
challenge.’

FREE USE OF
PREMISES

FROM FRONT PAGE

COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS
BeGreen adds more colour to the High Street with FREE lets for
local groups and promotional window displays to help charities

The wonderful work done to
repaint much of our High Street
has revitalised its appearance.
Of course it goes without
saying that BeGreen and
Community Windpower were
pleased to contribute financially
to the project but BeGreen
has itself been adding an everchanging splash of colour to the
thoroughfare too thanks to the
myriad of community groups
and charities making use of its

Halfway there! Ranger Pete and Rob Fryer are to the extreme right.
As for the blue unicorn ... well it is Scotland’s national animal!

Community Windpower don’t just donate to local
societies and community projects such as the
new Surf Centre at Belhaven Beach – they actively
raise funds for charities and good causes too by
the sweat of their collective brows!
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organisation’s window display
for another, right through 2018,
with no time in between.
‘Helping so many local
organisations save money and
do good works to benefit others
is very satisfying because this
helps foster a real community
spirit in and around Dunbar
and that, as can be seen in our
colourful High Street, benefits
everyone.’
The premises at BeGreen

“To see our premises saving charities
and other good causes hard cash on
a daily basis is a big bonus.”
Diane Wood
Community Benefits Director

High Street premises for FREE.
‘Throughout the past year,
and for the first time since
we opened not once have we
been able to use our window to
display BeGreen information’,
explained our Community Coordinator Anouska Woods.
‘We’ve been so busy hosting
local groups that we’ve spent
all of our time switching one

are available at absolutely no
cost to any local group or charity
– an offer that a wide variety of
organisations have been only too
happy to accept. From UNICEF
to Dunbar in Bloom, from the
Rwanda Group to the RNLI and
even using the office as a drop
off point for ‘Kids Love Clothes’,
the BeGreen Advice Centre is
in community group use every

PROMOTIONA
L
WINDOW
DISPLAYS

0
0
5
£
O
DONATION T
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STREET PJAEIN
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working week of the year.
‘This is what we are all about
at BeGreen’, commented CWP’s
Community Benefits Director
Diane Wood. ‘To see our
premises saving charities and
other good causes hard cash

on a daily basis
is a big bonus.
Anouska
and
David put their deep knowledge
of local issues to extremely
good use which is reflected in

the footfall and feedback we
receive on a daily basis.’

BIG AND IMPORTANT NEWS
- AND YOU CAN HELP!

Ben Fielding appears to
be carrying the weight
for two. C’mon Sheraz!
Andrea Pankiw, Fundraising
Manager at Brain Tumour
Research, said: ‘The money
that was raised by Community
Windpower helped fund work
at our four dedicated Centres
of Excellence, where worldleading research into the causes
of brain tumours and improving
treatments is taking place.
‘We
really
appreciate
Community
Windpower’s
support and congratulate
everyone for completing
their challenge.’

It’s the first day of dark November and
our first batch of donation packs wait for
Anouska to load them into the car.

BeGreen’s Advice Centre at 55 High Street,
Dunbar is now a DROP OFF POINT for ‘Kids Love
Clothes’, a charity that collects and organises
items of clothing to go to children that need them
most.
The organisation helps struggling families with
young children in Edinburgh and the Lothians by
providing much-needed, quality donated kids’
clothing in giftbags.
David Currie explains: ‘The people at the
charity are always looking for help, so Anouska
and I thought this would be another perfect way
that our premises could be put at the disposal of
the greater community.
‘It’s yet another way in which Community
Windpower can help local residents, so we
volunteered our services and here we are, an
official drop off point.
‘Now all we need is for folk to drop items in to
us. Just check our BeGreen ads in these pages
for our opening hours.’

BeGREEN
DROP OFF
POINT

You can find out more about the work of the charity at:

www.kidsloveclothes.co.uk
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QUICK
CHECK

Community Windpower
investment will enable
future growth

BeGreen was kept busy selling
raffle tickets to raise funds for
the Dunbar branch of UNICEF.

The end of October saw Community Windpower open a brand new
headquarters complex to replace the previous building from which
the company has operated since being founded.
‘We loved our previous premises but as we’ve expanded and
built our reputation so too has the workload and that required more
space for more people’, explained Managing Director Rod Wood.
‘This is a significant investment not only for the HQ staff but
for our sites in Scotland. Our BeGreen Dunbar and BeGreen Dalry
teams require the best back up possible, as does our new operation
at Sanquhar and this move will help provide just that.’

“This investment for future growth
will enable BeGreen and Community
Windpower to do even more for our
local host communities as we move
forward together”

Rod Wood
Managing Director CWP

£1N5AT0IO0N
DO

NEW,
MODERN
BEGREEN
KITCHEN FOR
VOLUNTARY
GROUP USE
By Anouska Woods

‘It was time. The kitchen at
BeGreen was really past its
use by date a while back
but due to the demand for
the use of the kitchen and
premises from so many local
organisations we were guilty
of putting off the inevitable’,
explained Anouska Woods.
‘However the more the

demand, the more wear and tear
was taking its toll. Something
had to be done. Although we do
not charge for use of our offices
we always want to provide
the best possible facilities and
working environment for the
local groups that work so hard
for the community. So at the end
of October the big decision was
made… we bit the bullet and
knew that a superficial makeover
would not be enough. So we
closed for two whole weeks.
In came the workmen and with
new electrics and a complete fitout our new kitchen is now just
as busy as ever, providing a nice,
clean, modern space for users.
Those two weeks away from the
office were absolute murder, but
we muddled through. And as
you can see from our picture it
was well worth it.’

AVAILABLE

Once again this year Community
Windpower stepped in with
a large donation to Dunbar
Community Council to help
meet the costs of providing
equipment and entertainment
throughout 2018’s Fun Day as
part of Civic Week.
‘The Committee works so hard
and as this was an event for
everyone – the young and not
so young – we were only too
happy to help’, said Community
Windpower Director, Gillian

Eileen Moore collects the
bumper cheque

Cropper. ‘Events like Civic Week
should not be underestimated.
They bring the whole community
together and help foster a
real sense of belonging. As
an integral part of the Dunbar
community we appreciate the
effort committee members put
in to provide events and special
days like this. We were happy
to help and enjoyed the day
ourselves.’

Be like the
Broomfields!

3

BeGreen and Community
Windpower help in all
sorts of ways…

Directors Antonios Porpados,
Roland Hunt, Gillian Cropper, Ray
Ball, Rod Wood, Diane Wood, Rob
Fryer and Steve Ikin celebrate
the opening of the new building.

Community Windpower
help power Civic Week
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FREE

TO LOCAL GROU

PS

CHRISTMAS
LIGHTS 2018

BeGreen hosted a
coffee morning in
aid of RNIB
Scotland
after having
previously
donated
£250 to the
charity.

BeGreen

DONATION
Members of the
RNLI muck in to help
place Dunbar’s 2018
lights.

Community Windpower
and BeGreen Dunbar were
delighted to donate £1000
to help Dunbar Christmas
Lights’ ongoing upgrade
to LED lighting. In the past
sums of £5,000 have been
donated and this latest
cash will help further
improve lights that just
get better every year!

Assessment and grant
transforms family home

DUNBAR & DISTRICT

Third year of
Berwickshire Show
Donations

£800

For the third
year running
DONATION
Community
Windpower
donated funds to Berwickshire
County Show with a donation
of £800.
The funding enabled the
provision of a marquee for
the Industrial section of the
show and helped local artists,
photographers and vendors.
Natalie Cormack,
Secretary/Treasurer
collects the cheque

Crossreach at
BeGreen

£1000

Ask for a FREE BeGreen
energy assessment

Early in the year the
BeGreen team hosted
Crossreach Counselling – a
generic service that provides
confidential counselling
to adults, children, young
people and families. Find out
more about Crossreach at:

Could you benefit
from the BeGreen
Insulation Grant? Mr
and Mrs Broomfield
did!

A couple of months after
our last issue was published
Mr Broomfield popped into the
BeGreen office seeking advice
regarding insulation options.
Before he knew it Energy
Advisor David Currie had
booked him in for a FREE energy
assessment.
David subsequently carried
out the assessment and decided
that the Broomfield’s home
would definitely benefit from a
top up of insulation: ‘Although
insulation is one of the most basic
energy efficiency measures a
home owner or tenant can carry
out in their property it is one of
the most important’, explained

David.
‘This is because it decreases
the amount of heat transfer in
and out of homes. If it is cold
outside good quality insulation
will keep the house warmer, and
when it is hotter outside it helps
keep the home cooler.
‘I would encourage anyone
who might be that wee bit unsure

Following his FREE Energy
Assessment Mr Broomfield
enquired about the whole grant
process for insulation – BeGreen
can provide a grant of up to
£500.
Mr Broomfield then took
advantage of the offer so
BeGreen started the ball rolling
straight away. He then obtained

“First class service from
BeGreen and our installer,
Lothian Renewables.”

Mr Broomfield

whether they need improved or
new insulation to contact us.
And if any local resident
wants a FREE assessment that
will be carried out by myself, just
ask. It’s as simple as that.’

two quotes, completed the
necessary paperwork, and only
one week later Community
Windpower’s head office staff
approved his application.
Insulation work then started

£500

GRANT +

FREE AD
VICE
quickly afterwards and a week
later the Broomfields popped in
with their grant payment forms.
Mr Broomfield says they
were delighted with the whole
process: ‘First class service
from BeGreen Dunbar and our
installer, Brian from Lothian
Renewables. He was prompt
and had great attention to detail,
and was very clean and tidy. We
would definitely recommend
the BeGreen Grant. We are
so pleased we asked for their
advice. Thanks BeGreen.’
For any information on
insulation grants or other
grant
assistance
from
BeGreen Dunbar visit the
office between 9am - 5pm
Monday to Friday... or call
01368 863720.

HELPING UNICEF

FREE

HOM
ENER E
EFFIC GY
I
ADV ENCY
ICE

FREE

PREMISES
www.
crossreach.
USE
org.uk/
crossreachcounselling-lothiansdunbar

A TRAD SUCCESS

Dunbar Traditional Music Festival
made good use of BeGreen’s
window to stage an eyecatching
display to advertise the 2018
event. The festival’s jam packed
weekend of FREE music was a
great success and many
FREE
local people
W
INDOW
popped in
DISPLAY
to BeGreen
to collect
a free
programme.

£500

DONATION

BeGreen Dunbar placed its premises
at the disposal of the Dunbar branch
of UNICEF free of charge for the
entire month of May after having donated £500
to the charity a couple of months earlier.
The local branch was working towards an extremely
ambitious fundraising project to mark their 30th year and
BeGreen was only too happy to help Chairperson Margaret
Laidlaw MBE and her great team towards their goal.

DUNBAR & DISTRICT

BeGreen is grant funded by
Community Windpower Ltd.

If you live in the Dunbar & East Linton ward
•
•
•
•
•

Free home energy audits
Energy efficiency grants
Renewable technology grants
Free advice on how to save energy and reduce fuel bills
Open surgeries with energy saving companies

55 High Street Dunbar EH42 1EW

01368 863720

www.begreencentres.co.uk
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Dunbar’s High Street is the
backbone of our community

Community Windpower has a proven record of
success, helping Scotland towards achieving
its green energy targets and funding hundreds
of community projects.
However, now and then things don’t go quite
as well as we had hoped.
Here’s one sad example of a missed chance,
lost, thanks to matters outwith our control

Comments Pauline Jaffray of PJ Design
DUNBAR is proud of its heritage. As a
community it has battled against adversity
but with sheer grit and determination
has held its head high and retained its
reputation as a town of great character.
Part of that character is
the wide High Street, with
its distinctive architecture,
historic Town House and
John Muir Birthplace. But
most importantly Dunbar’s
community spirit has been
helped by its independent
retailers, that have all
adapted to the town’s
changing
demographic,
while retaining good old
fashioned service.
Small
businesses
are not part of the local
community – they ARE
the local community,
generating wealth and
employment.
In towns and villages
across Scotland and the
UK small businesses and
local shops face closure.
Over 50 per cent of their
turnover goes right back
into local communities
compared to only five per
cent from supermarkets.
Plus the carbon footprint
of a small shop is a fraction
of that of a supermarket.
Small businesses make
up 99 per cent of all
businesses and are the
engine for growth and job
creation.
Dunbar is home to
a range of independent
retailers and offers a
choice of accommodation
to suit all budgets. Eating
out options here include
scrumptious ice cream,
attractive food from delis
and cafes to traditional
Scottish fish and chips,

David
spins
Scots
stories
for the
Japanese

pizzas and up-market
restaurants – all putting
local ingredients to good
use.
Our shops are all
brimming with high quality
produce, from speciality
chocolates,
smoked
salmon, organic fresh fruit
and vegetables, to tasteful
home furnishings, building
supplies, garden furniture,
china and glassware,
unique gifts, sports and
children’s leisure wear.

range
from
plumbers
to public relations and
everything in between.
Then there is the
friendly personal service
where folk actually chat.
Yes, our town is more than
a collection of houses; it
has a soul with a vibrant
music scene too.
There is an abundance
of local activity. From tea
dances to Stonestacking,
Street Art Trail to Civic
Week, music festivals to
our annual flower show,
sporting events to pipe
band competitions, plays
to storytelling, coffee
mornings to fitness and
wellbeing classes. There

There’s friendly
personal service
where folk actually
chat
Dunbar has galleries,
gift shops, picture framing
and delicatessen, home
hardware,
pet
foods,
pharmacies, beauticians,
jewellery, books, bakery
and butchery items – all
you ever need and more.
Our professional services

is never a dull moment in
Dunbar!
The 17th century Town
House and High Street
reflect the preservation
of the town’s old world
charm as do numerous
vennels, churches and
historic buildings.

You may know that BeGreen’s lively
Energy Assessor David Currie is also a
well-known DJ. But the spinning David
was concerned with back in October
was strictly of the wind generating type.
David and Community Coordinator
Anouska Woods turned tour guides
when they accompanied a group of
Japanese visitors to Aikengall Wind Farm.
The Far Eastern guests were attending
the 19th Overseas Electricity Power
Enterprise Study Tour and decided to visit
Scotland’s east coast.
They stopped off at areas where David
and Anouska answered questions and
explained the turbines’ construction.

Dunbar attracts visitors,
whether at the working
harbour or the variety of
exhibitions, walking the
John Muir Way, or strolling
our stunning coast and
countryside.
This
inspirational
town evokes strong
emotions and Dunbar
Trades’
Association
has worked hard at
retaining our attractive
environment. Working
with other organisations
is key and community
volunteers have repainted
our historic townscape,
whilst Dunbar Against
Litter helps to keep our
community clean and
Dunbar in Bloom adds the
colour of flower power.
Learn our fascinating
history with a foot tour
led by one of our local
historians. These ‘Close
Encounters’ do provide
a remarkable insight to
our history and allow
participants to experience
many of Dunbar’s hidden
gems.
Then there are our
spectacular Christmas
lights created by a
dedicated team of
volunteers, who work
for 12 months to
ensure the ‘sparkle of
Dunbar’ shines every
festive season.
Dunbar really is the
perfect seaside town
with its historic buildings,
spectacular landscapes,
great golf courses, rugged
coastline,
shops
and
varied accommodation.
Learn more about
Dunbar by visiting: www.
dunbar.org.uk
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£500

FOLLOW UP
DONATION

ARIEA’S
SWAZILAND
RETURN

Ariea Burke previously featured in our pages after
Community Windpower helped her meet the cost
of spending a year teaching in Swaziland with
Project Trust back in 2016.
We are
pleased to
say that Aria’s
trip was such
a success that
she returned
to the African
nation during
the summer
to visit the
SWAZILAND
children she
looked after.
Ariea said: ‘I just wanted to thank
everyone at Community Windpower
again for the support I received in
2016. Your recent donation of £500
helped towards my trip, as well as a
special fun filled day out for the 60
children I met in an orphanage in 2016.
‘Thanks, again Anouska, David and
the whole team for helping me treat
the kids.’

Anouska tries to keep warm as David assures the Japanese that it’s just a breeze…
just before they were all blown back to the vehicles!

As Aikengall is still a working farm the
busy Border Collie also attracted a lot of
attention before the day was topped off

with lunch at the Dunmuir Hotel. In a nice
touch the Japanese tourists presented
BeGreen with traditional Japanese gifts.

A LOST OPPORTUNITY

EDUCATIONAL CENTRE PLANS FOR HISTORIC FARM DASHED
MOST of the projects our BeGreen and Community Windpower
teams become involved with move forward and thrive. Some,
the very odd one or two, fall by the wayside, often due to a
change of personnel in another organisation or volunteers
deciding they can’t invest enough time to see an idea to
fruition.
That’s life I suppose,
and when you look at
some of the incredible
successes
Community
Windpower and BeGreen
have enjoyed – such as
the £3,000 donated to the
Sandpiper Trust, our big
donations towards the
fabric of both St Anne’s and
Dunbar Parish Churches
and our last issue’s life
saving defibrillator story
from Dalry over in the west
– then you can see how
worthwhile our efforts are.
Some projects will
be here for a very long
time too. The excellent
restoration work at the
churches and the soon
to be built Surf Centre
at
Belhaven
Beach,
with its socially aware
programmes being great
examples.
Unfortunately, the other
side of the coin can be
extremely frustrating and
disappointing. Depending
on local circumstances a
number of projects – our
own and some brought
to us by way of grant
applications – require a
multitude of agreements
to move forward: advice
and help from planners,
cooperation sought from
landowners or just some
appreciation of the positive
community benefits our
help can achieve.
There are very often a
number of environmental
considerations to deal with
too such as watercourses,

We were desperate to
solve access issues but
time dragged. As it did so
we faced increasing levels
of vandalism. The property
was boarded up. We
lost count of the number
of times this had to be
since April 2014!
By BEN FIELDING done…
Meantime both at Dalry
Project Manager at CWP
and here in Dunbar we
continued to fund local
“Sometimes the
projects and individuals,
more you try the
helping charities, donating
harder it gets.”
to good causes and
putting a fair old sum of
money, time and effort into
drainage
and
access the landscape around the our host communities.
solutions. All have to be building and where others
We knew we could
weighed up alongside only saw an old farm do something special for
future projected power we saw an opportunity pupils and students at
generation capability to to convert the property Craigends – the traditional
help Scotland meet its into a new environmental farm was just packed with
renewable targets.
educational facility for potential.
This is a complicated young people.
Sadly, as the buildings
business!
deteriorated
Here at Community
arsonists broke in
Windpower we do our
and set the farm
utmost to settle every
alight. The poor
issue. We are extremely
local gardener was
environmentally aware
devastated.
The
and pride ourselves on
farm was utterly
our outstanding record
destroyed and with
– a record we depend
it a historic building
Additional outbuildings offered
on to help when an
in
a
beautiful
useful space
opportunity with real
setting was lost,
potential arises.
together with our
A perfect example
plans. And future
of this came at the
young people of
sad derelict Craigends
course lost out too.
Farm in East Ayrshire.
The rights and
The traditional farm
wrongs of the
and its outbuildings sat
planning
issues
on land we acquired
we tried to solve –
as part of a potential
including offering
development.
to take ownership
Due to planning delays
and responsibility
over an extended period
for a section of
that I won’t go into here
roadway – don’t
the property had fallen
matter now.
vacant. As the farm was
What I’m trying
on our land we looked
to
say
is that even
BURNT OUT after it as best we could.
with the very best
demolition the only answer
A gardener maintained
of intentions not

The way it was...

Now just rubble...

every community project
is realised. Some folk think
it is all plain sailing for
Community
Windpower
but that is far from the
truth.
Looking at the lost
opportunity and the
burnt out buildings it’s
hard not to compare
the devastation with
what might have been.
The day the demolition
folk flattened the ruins
for reasons of safety
was a sad day indeed.
We don’t get everything
right here at Community
Windpower – no one does
– but what we do well is
spot potential in places
and people.
There is no doubt
that the sad demise of
the Craigends Farm was
unnecessary and entirely
avoidable.
As I said, sometimes
the harder you try…

CONTACT...

BeGreen
BeGreen Dunbar
55 High St, Dunbar,
East Lothian
EH42 1EW
TEL: 01368

863720

anouska_begreendunbar@
btconnect.com
www.begreencentres.co.uk
or contact
Anouska Woods on:

07545 707657
Office Hours:

Monday to Friday
9am – 5pm
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NOT FOR PROFIT SOCIAL ENTERPRISE ATTRACTS BIG DONATION FROM COMMUNITY WINDPOWER

£5,000

SURF WILL SOON BE
UP AT BELHAVEN BEACH

DONATION

EXCITING NEW
SURF CENTRE
WILL BRING A
NEW DIMENSION
TO LOCAL
SPORT, HEALTH,
EDUCATION
AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

When BeGreen was asked to help
fund an innovative heating system at
Belhaven Surf Centre’s proposed new
building at Belhaven Beach it was,
according to Anouska Wood, something
of a ‘no brainer.’
Belhaven Surf Centre is a ‘Not for
Profit Social Enterprise’, formed to build
and manage the new surf centre for the
long-term benefit of the community.
With planning permission and building
warrants now in place, the final preconstruction stages are being navigated
after years of preparation.
‘Ethically and environmentally, the
project – where construction should
shortly begin – ticks all the boxes’,
explained Director, Brian Allen. ‘There
is wide recognition of how it could
complement existing amenities in the
Dunbar area whilst bringing something
not presently catered for.
‘We initially explained our plans
to Anouska Wood at BeGreen and
she instantly understood the project’s
potential. This was demonstrated by
the large turnout and enthusiastic
engagement of individuals and groups
in the greater community when we
hosted a publicity event at BeGreen’s
Dunbar shop.
‘That made it much easier for us to
clearly explain our vision and to seek
Community Windpower’s support. Their
backing was a catalyst to help us on the
way to delivering a community asset
with great social advantages for the
area.’
The Belhaven Surf Centre will
be much more than the name
suggests. It will encourage people

‘The new Belhaven Surf Centre
will be much more than the name
suggests...’

98%

For Community and Country!

Community Windpower plays its part as wind turbines
supply 98 per cent of Scotland’s monthly electricity
requirement in October

Site of proposed
Surf Centre

to be active and to enjoy the
beautiful coastal surroundings
while developing sports, educating
the growing surf and adventure
community in safety, facilitating
outdoor learning, innovation, best
practice and progression.
‘We continue to partner with Active
Schools, Dunbar Surf Life Saving Club
and Coast To Coast Surf School – the
latter two representing the largest
two such organisations in Scotland’,

Services and Surfers Against Sewage.
‘All of this will make for a first class
learning experience and our doors will
be open to other individuals and groups
that want to make use of the facilities.
‘We are also exploring how the
Centre might help ‘The Wave Project’
whose evidence-based surf therapy
programme uses local surfers to help
young people reduce anxiety and
improve their emotional health through
surf lessons, mentoring and positive

the hard work and help invested in the
project to date.
‘I’ve now been directly involved in
the project for around a year, liaising
with community groups and putting
my work experiences at the project’s
disposal. ‘My fellow directors have
been here much longer and I applaud
the community-minded team that has
worked so long to bring this to fruition.
Our sincere thanks go to Anouska and
David and their colleagues at BeGreen

‘This is an innovative
project and will be
open to all age groups
and people with
disabilities – we were
delighted to help.’
continued Brian. ‘And we aim to
protect our marine wildlife, preserve the
saltmarsh and deliver environmental
education through East Lothian Ranger

become a focal point for surf
performance, water safety and
environmental education. And
its close proximity to the water
will make it an ideal home for
improved safety equipment and
enhanced first aid kit for use
along the beach.
The building will feature
two upper floor community
meeting rooms, a multipurpose education room, office, storage facilities, heated changing
rooms and warm showers – which is where BeGreen comes in.
‘The £5,000 grant we have agreed to donate will go directly towards meeting
the costs of new heating technologies such as air source and under floor heating’,
said BeGreen Community Co-ordinator Anouska Woods. ‘These technologies
tick green boxes for us and as the centre will benefit the community at large
whilst creating an inclusive environment for those with disabilities or from
disadvantaged backgrounds it was a perfect fit for BeGreen.’
Community Windpower Managing Director, Rod Wood also sees great
potential at Belhaven. He said: ‘This is a really innovative project and given
that it will be open to all age groups from the young to the elderly, with strong
educational, sports, and environmental dimensions it’s a development with real
merit. We were delighted to help.’
z Surf’s Up for Eve Allen
(Dunbar Surf Life
Saving Club); Brian
Allen (Director
of Belhaven
Surf Centre and
Regional Rep for
Surfers Against Sewage);
Sam Christopherson (Coast To Coast
Surf School and Director of Belhaven
Surf Centre) and Tara Sykes (East
Lothian Country Rangers)

£5,000

Latest analysis from WWF Scotland
showed that the country’s National Grid
demand for the month of October 2018
was 1,850,512 MWh.
And
demonstrating
just
how
important wind turbines are to the
nation’s economy is the fact that almost
all of that figure could have been
generated by wind turbines.
October 23 was the best day for
generating clean, green electricity when
the nation’s turbines produced enough
electricity to power an astonishing 8.72
million homes. That equates to 356 per
cent of households!
This meant that in October wind
power supplied only two per cent short
of Scotland’s entire electricity demand
for the entire month… and exceeded
our total demand for 16 out of 31 days!
Rob Fryer, Projects Director at
Community Windpower welcomed the
figures: ‘These latest impressive figures
clearly demonstrate that wind power
is not only working but working well.
Wind power helps reduce emissions
and that means a cleaner environment
with cleaner air. And many people will
be surprised to hear that wind power is
now the lowest cost power generation
we have.
‘At Community Windpower we’re
delighted to be playing a part in all of
this. That’s why we exist after all

Project Director
CWP

“These figures clearly
demonstrate that wind
power is not only
improving but working
well”.
but of course for us it’s also a case of
community as well as country as our
business model is about the people and
the communities in which we are based.
‘Generating clean power for homes
and businesses is one thing but we also
generate investment in local people, local
projects, schools and clubs, investment
that just would not be available were it
not for our turbines.
‘The Scottish Government has
extremely high standards and ambitious
targets to make Scotland even more
fuel-efficient and cleaner still. We’re
delighted to be working to help Scotland
continue to be a European and World
leader where clean energy provision is
concerned.’

CWP IN TUNE WITH
CHORAL SOCIETY
DONATION

DONATION

Rod Wood

Managing
Director CWP

reinforcement. This award winning and Community Windpower.’
The centre will sit only 100 yards
intervention can be an enormous force
from the beach and as the surf
for change.’
Brian was quick to acknowledge community continues to grow it will

ROB
FRYER

With preparation now well under way
for Dunbar Choral Society’s 2019
70th Anniversary concert, Community
Windpower stepped in to donate £500
towards an event that provides for
almost every musical taste.
The Society’s Graham Jackson
said: ‘A big thank you to BeGreen
and Community Windpower.
This donation will help sustain
our involvement with Dunbar
and the wider community and
provide quality entertainment
at an affordable cost.’

£50IO0N

DONAT
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Funded by Community Windpower,
BeGreen’s programme of
engagement with local schools and
young people continues throughout
the year through financial donations
and educational visits.

TALKING BOOK BOOST

Anouska Woods,
BeGreen Community
Co-ordinator, Jackie
Brown and David
Currie, BeGreen
Energy Assessor.

n the

Earlier in the year we received a
request from Innerwick Primary
School asking us to help with
their Land Use in Scotland
Project.

Educating
youngsters is
a priority in the campaign for
a cleaner, healthier Scotland
as so we didn’t need to be
asked twice, we jumped at the
opportunity!
Pupils from P4/P5 at the
school had been learning
about how land use has varied
over the years and how, these
days, it can be used to benefit
society. This lead to a ‘How is
electricity made?’ question.
Chris Woods, an expert
in the renewable industry
accompanied us to the school
and was on hand to deliver
a fantastic presentation on

Wind Turbines, Electricity,
Environmental Impact of land
use and lots more.
The children were
engrossed and as you might
expect asked Chris question
after question – as did their
teacher!
Teaching
children to
understand their
environment
and to help
protect it while
demonstrating how
we can harvest
nature’s gifts for
their benefit and
that of their families
is vital. This visit
certainly achieved
that… and more.
It was a lovely surprise to
receive an envelope at our
BeGreen office stuffed full of
thank you letters. The children
had listed their favourite parts
of the day, from learning about
how farmers still use their land
for animals, to finding out how
big the blades at Aikengall are.
They tried on safety equipment
and even built their own wee
turbine!
BeGreen and Community
Windpower, interacting with the
community for the benefit of
all... that’s what we’re all about!

Community Windpower
and BeGreen Dunbar
helped out Innerwick
Primary School Parent
Council once again
this year by sending them a
cheque for a hefty £1600 towards the costs
of running their school fair.

DONATION

And the school certainly raised a fair amount of
funds as a result! From Gecko Adventures to local
dancers there was something for everyone.
Well done to the parents for yet another successful
day of friendly fundraising.

£800

PARENTS HAD KIDS JUST
DONATIO
CLIMBING THE WALLS!
N

It’s been another busy year
of activity and fundraising
for Dunbar Primary School
Parent Council.
In 2018 Community
Windpower and BeGreen
Dunbar supported the
parents with a donation of
£800 to allow the school to
hire a climbing wall for their
biggest fundraiser of the
year at John Muir Campus.
The parents worked
really hard to organise the
event, the proceeds from
which were channelled
straight back in to the
school by way of the
purchase of resource items
and materials. Hot on this
year’s list was books for
the library and outdoor

z It’s cheque time for members of the Dunbar Primary School Parent
Council!

equipment.
The day had a fantastic line
up with stalls created by pupils
and teachers, demonstrations

from local groups, the local
lifeboats and fire service,
pony rides and beat the
goalie challenge.

Helping Girlguiding in
Dunbar District
Community Windpower is
committed to supporting the Girl
Guides and has done so both here
in the east and over at Dalry in the
west.
Girlguiding is important to
everyone at BeGreen and CWP and
the company are already patrons
of the Dunglass 1st Brownies in
Cockburnspath.
At the end of October our £350
donation was put towards the
cost of delivering the Girlguiding
programme from Rainbows to
Rangers throughout the Dunbar
area.

Diane Wood, Community
Benefits Director said: ‘We are
always pleased to help our local
Guides. It’s a movement close to
my heart and so helping another
unit of the Guiding community
suits us just fine. The Guides
play a massive part in the life of
the youngsters that take part.
It’s a great way to learn new life
skills, make friends and, most
importantly, have fun!’
z Smiles all round… and no wonder as these
youngsters pick up the Guides’ cheque.

£350

DONATIO

N
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Jackie Talks Up
Dunbar
£2

BeGreen supports
Dementia Carers
It has been well documented
that thanks to better, healthier
lifestyles and the great work of
the Scottish NHS, many Scots
are living longer these days.
This is of course great news.
Indeed our children and
grandchildren can expect even
longer lives than we can but

present them with a cheque for
£300 just as the cold November
weather took its grip.
‘The Group tell me that the
money will be used to fund an
outing after the turn of the year
for the Carers and the people
they care for’, said Anouska.
‘These days most of us know

Dunbar Dementia Carers
Group meets once a week. 2018
saw them visit Spott Village Hall,
Edinburgh’s Botanic Gardens
and enjoy a boat trip at Ratho.
Meetings are fun and offer
support and advice in addition
to allowing participation in Art
Workshops, trips and social

Well attended… the group meets in an atmosphere of friendship and support.

50

Community
Windpower
and
BeGreen Dunbar were thrilled at
the response to their support for
the Dunbar Talking Book Initiative.
The project was started by
Dunbar woman Jackie Brown, target. David Currie, BeGreen
who has been raising as much Energy Assessor, said: ‘It was
money as she can to sponsor really nice to meet Jackie and
a Talking (audio) Book. These contribute to her fund. It’s such
books come in at a hefty £2,500 a fantastic cause and one we
for an adult book and £1,500 for are proud to be part of’.
As we go to press it is
a child’s book. However, they
intended that once the target
are free of charge to use.
Audio Books can be such is reached a chosen book will
a help to blind and partially feature a recorded dedication
sighted people like Jackie, acknowledging the generosity
whether for listening to the latest of the Dunbar community in
novel, learning a new language, East Lothian to be played at the
or enjoying poetry, the library start of the book each time it is
available provides a wide range listened to.
For further information please
of books for every taste.
BeGreen was impressed and contact Angela Preston at RNIB
donated £250 towards Jackie’s angela.preston@rnib.org.uk

DONATIO

N

£300

these positive changes in life
expectancy bring with them a
number of complications, one
of which is Dementia in all its
forms.
So helping the Dunbar
Dementia Carers Group was
something of a priority for
BeGreen. And so Anouska
Woods and David Currie were
delighted to meet the group to

EILEEN IN ECUADOR

A display of Ecuadorian
items was created at
BeGreen Dunbar’s High
Street premises as part
of the donation campaign
to help 31 year old Eileen
Hall’s expedition to Ecuador
during the summer.
Eileen was actually
born in Quito and so her
return to help protect the
extraordinary Cueva de los
Tayos in Ecuador’s Amazon
rainforest was particularly
special to her. Her father,
Stan mounted the first
major expedition to the

Andes caves
with American
astronaut Neil
Armstrong back
in 1976.
The former
Dunbar
Primary School
and Dunbar
Grammar School pupil who
co-founded The Open Close
Collective – a group of artists,
architects, musicians, scientists
and makers – has visited the
cave system’s endangered
ecosystem – a UNESCO World
Heritage site – twice before.
She described visiting
the ‘Caves of Gold’, as
‘quite magical, quite
amazing’.
‘We were delighted to be
of service to Eileen’, said
David Currie of BeGreen. ‘The
diversity of people and interests
in Dunbar never ceases to

FUNDRAI
SI
HELP NG

amaze me. To have someone
from our town taking
part in an expedition like this,
with the aim of protecting
a fragile environment at
a world heritage site is
newsworthy in itself. Eileen’s
environmental efforts
deserve recognition and
we were only too pleased
to help.’

someone either helping a
loved one with the condition
or suffering from Dementia
themselves and awareness of
the condition is greater now
than ever before.
‘David and I joined the group

DONATIO

N

events.
Group Co-ordinator Lorna
Bunney said, ‘This is a very
generous donation and will help
meet the cost of our next trip,
the first of 2019. The group is an

The money will be used to fund
an outing for the Carers and the
people they care for.
for an afternoon and realised
just how important their weekly
meeting is to their members.
The support the Carers offer is
so valuable. They help in what
can be difficult circumstances
and deserve society’s thanks.
We hope to meet with them
again soon.’

important lifeline to many of our
members. We would like to pass
a great big thank you to all at
BeGreen for this kind donation’.
More information on Dunbar
Dementia
Carers
Support
Group is available at https://
dunbardementianetwork.
org.uk/

A FAIR SWOP
BeGreen’s shop window
is one of the brightest
on the High Street.
In the nicer weather
Dunbar in Bloom,
who in the past have
used the shop for
promotional prurposes
and even to sell plants,
put the window to good
use.
A £75 donation from
BeGreen was a fair
swop for this
cheery outlook on
the world!

£75

DONATIO

N
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Foodbank is
FOODTASTIC!
£1,850
DO

AS LOCAL RESIDENT BATTLES SERIOUS HEALTH ISSUES

A BeGreen Case Study
From David Currie

Community Windpower
and BeGreen help
transform her family’s
heating costs

LAST autumn Mrs X visited BeGreen seeking
advice on rising gas and electricity prices.
She lives with her
family in a semi-rural three
bedroom house that was
warm but relied on gas
canisters for heat at a
monthly cost of £280!
BeGreen’s David Currie
discovered that our client
was battling cancer whilst
holding down a full-time
job... her fuel bills were
so high that she could not
afford to stop working.
This was obviously

cent per month fuel bill
savings she would have.
The pump was installed in
only two days.
Mrs X said: ‘David and
Anouska were absolutely
great from the word go.
I was originally advised
that BeGreen could help
me and they have. David
surveyed my home and
started the process. I can’t
thank BeGreen Dunbar
enough for their support.’

noted that BeGreen does
not provide retrospective
grants).

AIR SOURCE
HEAT PUMP
HOME
REQUIREMENTS
Radiators are heated
via the air source heat
pump system located
outside the property. Oil
fuelled heating systems
not connected to the gas
network are ideal. In this
case our client was off the
gas network and using
bottled gas. Potential
recipients should consider
available
free
space
to
accommodate
the
equipment.

MAINTENANCE

z The Kitchen cupboard that now houses the air source hot
water cylinder

a serious situation. We
discussed Mrs X’s case
in detail and thought she
might find help through
Home Energy Scotland.
We referred her case and
indeed she did qualify
under the Warmer Homes
Scotland Scheme. Next,
her case was passed on to
Warmworks Scotland, the
scheme’s provider.
Within no time her home
had a new air source heat
pump fitted. This incurred
a
relatively
modest
customer’s
contribution
of £500 – BeGreen had
explained the process and
the potential 30-40 per

An air source heat
pump uses electricity
to power the pump and
an annual service by a
specialist
engineer
is
required to ensure the unit
is working to full capacity.

WATER
CYLINDER
BEGREEN’S
INVOLVEMENT
To have her air source
heat
pump
installed,
Mrs X had to make an
installation contribution of
£500. This was a straight
transaction
between
her
and
Warmworks.
BeGreen then reimbursed
her the full £500 cost
after she had completed
an application form and
met the requirements of
the BeGreen application
process. (It should be

The thermal water
cylinder – or tank – used
is typically larger than
average water tanks and
was larger than the one
our client had previously.
She installed a 170L tank.

QUOTATIONS
If you receive help
under the Warmer Homes
Scotland scheme a trusted
installer will be sourced
for you by Warmworks
Scotland. However, if you
choose to proceed without

FREE
ADVICE

FREE
SURVEY

£500
GRANT
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Community Windpower continues to
support East Lothian Foodbank’s vital
work and asks everyone reading these
words to add just one item of canned
produce to their shopping as often as
possible for those families struggling, not
only at Christmas but throughout the entire year.

NATION

this assistance it is good
practice to get a minimum
of two different quotations.
BeGreen Dunbar will help
every step of the way.

ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
Loans
of
up
to
£38,500 are available
to
owner
occupiers
and eligible registered
private sector landlords
in Scotland for energy
efficiency improvements,
home renewables systems,
energy storage systems
and connections to an
approved district heating
scheme powered fully or
partially by a renewable
energy source. Cashback
grants are also available
for a limited time for
certain energy efficiency
improvements.
If you are struggling
to heat your home you
might be eligible for help
under the Home Energy
Efficiency Programmes for
Scotland.
You
may
qualify
for free or subsidised
measures under the terms
of
Warmer
Homes
Scotland Scheme. Find
out at Home Energy
Scotland,
just
call
0808 808 2282.

z The new Air Source Heat Pump fitted to the rear of the property

If you replace your
current home heating
system with an air source
heat pump you pay 5 per
cent VAT – not 20 per cent.

RENEWABLE
HEAT
INCENTIVE
SCHEME
The UK Government
Renewable Heat Incentive
Scheme provides quarterly
payments for installed
heat pumps based on
the amount of renewable

Each case is judged on its own
merits and no two are identical.
Personal circumstances apply.
Home Energy Scotland
has access to funding
that means you can
install your heat pump
with an interest-free loan
funded by the Scottish
Government. You can
apply for up to £10,000
which can be paid back
over 12 years.

energy it is estimated your
pump will have produced.
If you receive an air source

heat pump under Warmer
Homes Scotland, you
are not eligible for RHI
payments. This is the case
if you have received a
Warmer Homes Scotland
funded system, or other
form of state aid. Advice is
available.

Speaking at BeGreen,
Anouska Woods said:
‘We are always pleased to

donate to the local food
bank. It’s hard to believe
that in this day and age

CWP helps Anique help
others in Malawi

BEGREEN
An air source heat
pump can be a very
efficient way to heat a
home. It is renewable and
environmentally
friendly
technology and there
are financial support and
incentives available.
The process can seem
daunting, particularly if an
individual is not familiar
with the concept, but we
can advise. Just pop in
and speak to one of our
friendly staff.

This case study reflects one particular
client’s experience with BeGreen Dunbar
and summarises the planning and research
stages through to the completed installation.

we need a service like
this. And it’s also worth
noting that some of the

Anique was raising
funds to journey to
the African country in
August through charity,
the Project Trust. In
Malawi she worked
in the Yamakani
Orphanage, teaching
and running the
nursery.
A £500 BeGreen
cheque helped Anique
go quite a way towards
meeting her target.
Community Windpower and BeGreen Dunbar
stepped in to help another member of the Burke
family fund a charitable trip to Africa.
This time the recipient was Anique – sister of
Ariea – and her destination was Malawi, a nation
with extremely strong Scottish connections.

£500

DONATIO

N

folk who might need help
may just be our friends or
neighbours.
‘This last donation of
£1,850 went towards the
Get Fresh Bonus Bags
scheme – a supplement to
the usual non-perishable
food that the food bank
supplies on a weekly
basis.
‘The bags contained
lots of fresh produce and
the fruit and vegetables

Fruit and veg
came from
East Lothian
Roots and
Fruits –
so a local
business
also gained
support
came from East Lothian
Roots and Fruits, so while
helping
this
fantastic
charity a local business
also gained support.’
Community Windpower
Director
Diane
Wood
added: ‘We have been
supporting East Lothian
Foodbank for some time
now but this particular
new scheme appealed
because it enabled folk
to access fresh extras like
bread and milk.
‘I must add my thanks
to the food bank team,
the work they do is just
foodtastic!’

Dunbar Trades Association

z BeGreen’s David Currie with
Pauline Jaffray of the DTA.

£1000

DONATIO
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Small Business
Saturday with DTA
Small businesses are
the thread that binds our
community. That’s why
BeGreen Dunbar and
Community Windpower
supported the Dunbar
Trades
Association’s
Small Business Saturday
event with a big donation
of £1000.
Established back in
1948, Dunbar Trades’
Association (DTA) is a
non-profit,
grassroots
voluntary group that exists
to support, inspire and
promote our community
and this special event

BeGreen donation
is all sewn up
When the local Sewing Group sought a
grant of £100, Anouska Woods asked
Chairperson Beth Nelson what the
group really needed. Beth answered
‘£420’... and BeGreen immediately
stumped up!
BeGreen then helped the Group
with their latest campaign – creating
quilts for the Project Linus charity
that are then donated to babies,
children and teenagers who are sick,
disadvantaged, disabled or distressed.
‘Quilts can be a great comfort in
times of stress in all sorts of situations’,
commented Community Windpower
Director Gillian Cropper. ‘When Beth
approached Anouska we also agreed
to help collect material donations and
host a display of quilts at BeGreen.’
‘We could have sold the quilts a
hundred times over’, said Anouska.
‘The group deserves great praise for
helping such a worthwhile charity.’
For Project Linus information
visit www.projectlinusuk.org.uk

encouraged local people
to help retain the High
Street as the beating
heart of the community.
The event, held on
the first day of December
included Santa’s grotto,
a taste of local produce,
children’s entertainment,
live music, a gift wrapping
service and information
on Dunbar’s businesses,
organisations, charities
and groups.
For
information
about the DTA please
visit:
http://www.
dunbar.org.uk/dta/

£420

DONAT

ION

Beth with one of the group’s gorgeous creations.
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Community Windpower and BeGreen have been an integral part of the life in
the Dunbar area since 2005. We donate directly to foodbanks, fund school
projects, provide free energy advice from our BeGreen Hub in Dunbar town
centre and, as we go to press, have donated £1,041,762 in grant aid to local
people and projects. The adverts here are provided FREE to all advertisers in
order to help local businesses. Shop local! Please support them.

Business and BeGreen

Community
Directory

If you wish to be featured in our next issue just pop in to the BeGreen Hub at 55 High Street, Dunbar

Richard Litherland
(milk delivery)
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Dunbar T-Shirt Shop
104 High Street, Dunbar
01450 218 121

to BeGreen’s
NEW BULB GRANT

East Lothian Life
1 Beveridge Row,
Belhaven, DUNBAR
East Lothian EH42 1TP
Alternatively, give us a call on:

01368 863593
eastlothianlife.co.uk

Telephone:

Fluxie Feet
c/o flux
78-80 high street,
Dunbar
East Lothian EH42 1JH
Tel: 01368 864 567

Switch on...

Keep in touch with your grassroots – subscribe to
East Lothian Life- a distinctive, county magazine
for people who appreciate and are
interested in their county.

Quality sourdough and
yeasted breads, traditional
savouries and sweets and
gorgeous patisserie.

01368 865 431
07974 367 525

All hand made daily in our high
street bakery. Come and try!

For delivery of milk in the Dunbar
and East Linton areas.

60 High Street, Dunbar EH42 1JH
Telephone: 01368 238178
www.thebakerydunbar.co.uk
TheBakeryDunbar/

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Add us on Google+

PJ DESIGN is an East
Lothian-based design,
marketing and PR agency.
For nearly 20 years we have
been providing creative,
cost-effective solutions for
small and medium-sized
companies across south-east
Scotland.

For more information, please
contact Pauline Jaffray.
tel/fax: 01368 863593
e-mail: pauline@pj-design.net
PJ Design
2 Beveridge Row
Belhaven, Dunbar
East Lothian EH42 1TP

Real Xmas Trees
Internet gifts specialising in Scottish made
and sourced gifts

www.Scottishgifts4u.co.uk

ALEX JAFFRAY

Spott Road, Dunbar, EH42 1BF
www.dunbargardencentre.co.uk
01368 238038 • Open 7 days
Shop: 9-6pm • Restaurant: 9-5pm

Complete Joinery Service
Specialist in Kitchen Fitting
All trades catered for
Dunbar, East Lothian

07976 370 366

WOODSIDE
BOARDING
KENNELS

Skin Aesthetics

Skin Aesthetics

Hair Removal specialist
- Thread Vein Removal
Our professional
services include:
Skin Rejuvenation - Acne Treatment (including scar reduction) - Pigmentation Removal
Tattoo
Removal
(Ask
about
our 6 treatment
Guarantee!)
Our treatments
are carried
out in
strict confidence
and are by appointment
only
100’s of satisfied
clients!
Hair Removal
- Thread
Vein Removal

Tel: 07585 228606
High Street, Dunbar, EH42 1EW
Skin
Rejuvenation - Acne35,
Treatment
(including scar reduction)www.fadelasers.co.uk
- Pigmentation Removal
Our treatments are carried out in strict confidence and are by appointment only
100’s of satisfied clients!

35, High Street, Dunbar, EH42 1EW

EXCITING NEW VOLUNTEERING
OPPORTUNITIES WITH HOME-START
EAST LOTHIAN

www.fadelasers.co.uk

Come and be a volunteer where we
support families with at least one
child under 5, along with our new
project Big Hopes Big Future
– supporting children and
families to get ready for
School in the security of
their own homes.

Tree-ditions Woodland Crafts
School is the Lothian’s premier
Bushcraft, Survival and Green
Woodworking location for green
leisure and learning experiences!

11 Newhouse Terrace
Queens Road
Dunbar EH42 1LG

We offer an immersion in nature
with hands on learning using
treeditional and contemporary
tools and skills used for bushcraft,
survival and green wood product
creation.

Telephone:

In a woodland near Stenton in East
Lothian.

East Fortune, North Berwick,
East Lothian EH39 5JX
Call 07983 559 942

01368 862 033

or visit
woodsideboardingkennels.co.uk

CORE

*All dates on our website

Our professional specialist services include:
Tattoo Removal (Ask about our 6 treatment Guarantee!)

Tel: 07585 228606

Friendly, welcoming
and well maintained
Boarding Kennels

Pilates & yoga classes & personal tuition
Massage therapy, reflexology & Reiki

Wreaths & Poinsettia
Christmas Lunches
Food Hampers
Meet Santa

49 High Street
Dunbar, EH42 1EW
TELEPHONE

07890 618 755

www.coredunbar.co.uk

Tel. 07562 728 572
www.tree-ditions.com

To find out more about our
next volunteer preparation
course and Big Hopes Big
Future training.

Woodland Crafts School

07562 728 572
dave@tree-ditions.com

If you wish to be added
to the directory contact Anouska at:
anouska _begreendunbar@btconnect.com

Home of Locally Made Gifts

Please contact the office on:
Tel:
01875 616066
Email: admin@homestarteastlotian.co.uk
Web: www.homestarteastlothian.co.uk
Home-Start East Lothian, Early Years Centre
Sanderson’s Wynd, Tranent,EH33 1DA

10 High Street Dunbar
Open Mon-Sat 10-5 and Sunday 10-4
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Stacks
of Space
FREE at
BeGreen
BeGreen makes space
and window display areas
available to a host of local
groups – some more surprising than others.
A perfect example was the European Stone Stacking
Championships’ exhibition in 2018.
Part of the Dunbar Street Art Trail, the display
attracted a lot of attention, adding to the event and the
rich tapestry of artistic life in the town.
/http://dunbarstreetarttrail.co.uk/
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sport
EAST COAST

PARTNERING WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Community Windpower backs local sport -

FOOTBALL, SWIMMING AND ATHLETICS
If you wish to register with us pop into the BeGreen Advice Centre in Dunbar High Street for a chat.

Another CASH BOOST for the Colts

IT’S now over five years since Community Windpower
became proud patrons of Dunbar United Colts 2004.
Over those years the team has
benefited from a number of donations
and help in kind but perhaps the most
important and most visible help CWP
gives is in the supply of kit and strips.
In the past year Community
Windpower has gifted the club
over £700 to help meet the cost
of playing kit for the youngsters.
‘Football strips get an absolute
hammering so helping keep the team
looking smart and well turned out is
important, to the players themselves
in terms of confidence and to the
hard working coaches in terms of
presentation and image’, said Diane
Wood
Community
Windpower’s
Community Benefits Director.

‘We are delighted to have helped
the team out again this year. It’s nice to
see the players growing up. We’re with
them every step of the way and enjoy
having our logo adorn the team shirts.
‘Encouraging youngsters to play
sport of any kind is so important in
these days of iPads and Xboxes.
Supporting the management in this
way helps them keep the kids active.
For us it’s a win, win relationship and
long may it continue.’
A club spokesperson added, ‘We
are grateful to the team at Community
Windpower for their ongoing support.
It makes such a difference having a
dedicated sponsor to help us in what
is a successful long term relationship.’

GAMES GRANT WAS
BERRY GOOD NEWS

£700

DONATIO

N

£560

DONATIO

N

WARD READS EAST COAST TODAY AND LANDS FUNDING HELP FROM BeGREEN
During the summertime, Shot
and Discus athlete Ward Berry
approached BeGreen for help
towards the cost of competing at
the European Transplant Games
in Sardinia.
Ward, who lives in Dunbar,
first became ill in 1995 with the
auto immune disease PSC – an
illness that led to him undergoing
a liver transplant three years
later.

WARD
BERRY
“All the athletes at the
games had to self fund
so BeGreen’s donation
was a fantastic help.”
As if this wasn’t enough for
him to deal with, Ward later
underwent abdominal surgery,
was diagnosed with diabetes
and won his fight against cancer!
It was reading East Coast
Today that led this extraordinary
battler to pop into the BeGreen
office for a chat.
Ward explained, ‘I’d just
finished reading the free paper

z BeGreen’s David Currie presents Ward with his cheque.

that BeGreen do and noticed that
they’d helped lots of individuals
and organisations and wondered
if they would be able to help me.
‘To be honest I never thought
in a million years that they
would be able to, so when
Anouska phoned to give me

the good news I was absolutely
speechless. I am so grateful to
Community Windpower and
BeGreen Dunbar for their
generous donation.
‘All the athletes at the games
had to self fund so BeGreen’s
donation was a fantastic help.’

n

Educational presentations and interactive workshops
for primary and secondary schools on sustainability,
energy awareness and renewable energy

n

Creation of jobs for local people - we currently
employ an Educational Ranger and Energy Advisors

n

Work with local schools, in the delivery of
environmental topics

n

Funding and operation of our BeGreen Energy
Advice Service including grant funding for energy
efficiency measures and renewable energy
installations

n

Working Partnerships with Colleges which includes
Student Placement Schemes

n

Educational site visits to the wind farm thus using
the wind farm as an educational resource

n

Funding for environmental and eco-friendly
community projects to enhance the local area

n

Funding for educational trips and activities for local
schools

n Sponsorship for local events and shows.
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